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Entering the new era of
mobility with high speed.
Dear Reader,
Mobility has always meant more than simply getting from A to B. In
recent years, however, people’s development toward greater awareness –
including in their choice of means of transport – has accelerated massively. Climate protection and the sparing use of resources as well as personal
health and mental balance are more important to many than ever before.
No wonder the powerful e-bikes from Stromer are in such high demand. Because
we have long believed that we can increasingly do without the car. Our
strategy is clear: We build perfect Speed Pedelecs that offer so much riding
joy, efficiency and quality of life that you don't miss the supposed comfort
of your car.
Take pleasure in zooming past the daily gridlock instead of being stuck in
it in your soft car seat. With a Stromer, you'll look forward to your ride to
work every day and enjoy every turn. Thanks to the latest ABS technology,
we ensure even more safety in our new models.
Fast e-bikes from Stromer make new mobility possible, which pays off for
everyone in the long run: for the environment, for our traffic system, for
your health. Take a test ride on your Stromer at one of our trading partners
and discover the difference! We look forward to welcoming you into our
community.

Jakob Luksch,
CEO of myStromer AG
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The nimble e-bike
for every day.
A Stromer is made for people who have much to accomplish and who also
enjoy being on the go themselves. Instead of spending precious time in
traffic, they take advantage of their daily commutes by using them as a
gentle workout, for stress relief and sensational joy of riding – bringing
more quality of life all round. Thanks to fully integrated ABS in the Stromer
premium models, your safety is also provided for without compromising
on design. 100,000 bike enthusiasts worldwide have already caught the
Stromer bug and between them clock up over 4.4 million miles per month*.
Proof enough for us – Stromer is the perfect commuter bike!

• I n an exhilarating 2.9 seconds
from 0 to 28 mph

«You have to experience
this riding feel for yourself!»

•	Enjoyable whatever your riding
style – whether laid-back or
sporty

• Ideal for daily commutes
up to 22 miles or even more
(range up to 110 miles)

Swiss standards of
efficiency and quality.

Perfect for people
and the environment.

The Swiss company stands for contemporary mobility
with inspiring dynamics and design. With renowned
Swiss innovation and engineering, we are always striving for the greatest precision, quality, high-value and
efficiency.

We not only have great enthusiasm for our products,
we also have just as much respect for the environment.
If more people regularly ride Stromer bikes and leave
the car in the garage, the better it will be for us all in
the end.

• Arrive without breaking into a
sweat – even for the less athletic
• H
 ighest riding safety thanks to
special components

• Better performance at your job
• More relaxation after clocking
out

* Average figure for 2021 for all Stromer
bikes with OMNI connectivity.
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Drive the difference.
What makes a ride on a Stromer so special? We think the difference comes
down to its unique blend of quality, efficiency, safety and smartness. Something we have achieved by bringing together our entire expertise – from
design and assembly to sales – in one place at our Stromer campus in the
Swiss town of Oberwangen, near Bern.
At Stromer, we attach the greatest importance to the consistency and
safety of the individual components. We are thus constantly working to
make each part better. An example of this is the new ABS in the ST5 and
optionally in the ST3 with Pinion gear shifting. Or the belt drive in the ST2
and optionally in the ST3: This has further increased the riding safety and
durability of the models.

Design

Connectivity

Range

However, the unique riding experience always comes first for us. We are
convinced: Every Stromer is more than the sum of its parts. The best thing
is to feel it yourself!

Power

Learn more
about Stromer
technology.
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Design

Connectivity

Range

Power

We give shape to riding fun. The multiple award winning, integrated design combines aesthetics and technology to perfection: tidy cockpit, on-board computer
integrated in the top tube, sporty, striking frame silhouette, internal cable routing and integrated battery,
and virtually invisible motor in the rear axle. Stromer
design is uncompromisingly joined up – for sensational
roadholding and amazing side glances.

Connected while on the go with Stromer OMNI connect.
Select the handling characteristics and motor output
according to your individual requirements and use
smart functions such as over-the-air updates, automatic
locking, keyless battery ejection and triple anti-theft
protection with GPS localization. The user-friendly, free
app and the on-board computer make the daily commute even more convenient – and you and your bike
inseparable. More about this on p. 34.

Four high-quality, extremely long-lasting batteries.
Also, a regenerative brake maximizes the range. The
result is plenty of energy to take you a distance of up
to 110 miles on a daily basis. Depending on what pedal
assist level you choose – and how far you want to go in
that mode. The batteries are compatible with all current
models and can be charged quickly at every socket –
after removal at the press of a button or directly in the
bike.

Most efficient drive for Speed Pedelecs. The legendary
rear-wheel motor of the Stromer lets you ride quietly,
dynamically and efficiently at speeds of up to 28 mph.
And it delivers its power to the precise point where
it is needed – straight to the hub. That gives it many
advantages over a mid-mounted motor: less wear on
the drive and brake, in return for more propulsion, more
dynamism, more safety, more range, more elegance –
and above all, more riding fun.

Technology that has won several awards
Integrated, clean design; clear, distinctive brand identity

Anti-theft protection
Locking function, alarm and GPS localization

Long-life batteries
Range of up to 110 miles

Powerful motor assistance
Up to 28 mph and 650 W | 48 Nm

User-friendly app
Statistics and individual motor settings

Regenerative braking
For additional range

Rear-wheel drive
Dynamic, powerful, quiet and efficient

Mobile phone network | Bluetooth
Smartlock and over-the-air updates
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Low maintenance effort
Low stress on the drive
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New – fully integrated
anti-lock braking system.

More driving pleasure, safely.

Stromer's premium models are available with a fully integrated anti-lock braking
system. The electronically controlled braking system from Blubrake ensures that even
when the brakes are fully applied, the front wheel of the Stromer does not lock up and
the rear wheel does not lift off the ground. The powerful brake activation of the 4-piston
brake from TRP is precisely tuned to the motor output. This means that even difficult
road or traffic situations can be handled safely. Controlled braking maneuvers are possible even on slippery surfaces, and the Stromer is effectively protected against rollover.

The fast e-bikes from Stromer are made for the road and city traffic. For this reason,
we have equipped the e-bikes with high-quality components for maximum riding
safety. They enable safe handling on any terrain and ensure optimum balance, braking p
 ower, grip and visibility at all times.
With tires developed specifically for us from Pirelli for maximum road grip, a low center of gravity for ideal roadholding and extremely bright LED headlight, your Stromer
remains in control in any weather.

The ABS is fitted as standard in the Stromer ST5 ABS and is optionally available in the
Stromer ST3 with a Pinion gearbox. As the first e-bike up to 28 mph with a fully integrated anti-lock braking system, Stromer thus brings a true global innovation to the market.

1 Speed sensor:
measures the speed of the front
wheel and transmits it to the
electronic unit.
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2 Electronic unit with
inertial measurement:
continuously evaluates the
speed and detects dangerous
situations that occur when braking abruptly.

3 Actuator:
regulates the hydraulic pressure
of the front wheel, allowing controlled braking and maintaining
maneuverability.

4 OMNI C display:
shows whether the ABS is working
correctly and reports any errors.
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The executive among the Speed Pedelecs.
The ST5 is our unsurpassed flagship: exclusive high-end components such as ABS
and maximally integrated design for the highest performance and excellent riding
dynamics.

«Form and function for visionaries with forward momentum»
14

Radmarkt
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The highlights of the ST5.
•	Incomparable Stromer riding fun: powerful, dynamic and silent
•	Most powerful rear-wheel motor with Sport mode with assistance up to 28 mph
(650 W | 48 Nm)
•	High-end components from the brakes and the electronic shifting system
to the headlights and the tires
•	Range: up to 110 miles
•	With fully integrated ABS (front) for even more safety » see p. 10
•	Large-volume 27.5” tires, perfectly adapted to commuting on the road
(option: additional suspension)
• F ull connectivity with over-the-air updates, free app, GPS localization,
Smartlock, individual motor settings, statistics and more
• F ully integrated design – award-winning technology and design
•	Available in Granite Gray with sports frame in M < 178 cm | L 175 – 188 cm |
XL > 185 cm

» Connectivity p. 36 – 37
» Prices/technical data p. 42 – 44
Granite Gray
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Granite Gray with all options.

» Accessories & options p. 46 – 48
» Frame geometries p. 50

Scan for all
options and
images.

Purist efficiency
straight out of the future.
The ST3 is an extraordinarily dynamic S-Pedelec that is ideal for daily use.
The customizable riding position and the smart extras ensure comfortable,
stylish and efficient mobility in commuter traffic. Now also available as an
option with Pinion gearbox, Gates carbon belt drive and ABS.

«If the heroes of a science fiction movie
were to ride a bike, this high-tech
bike would surely be the first choice.»
18

GQ
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The highlights of the ST3.
•	Incomparable Stromer riding fun: powerful, dynamic and silent
•	Very powerful rear-wheel motor with assistance up to 28 mph (600 W and 44 Nm)
•	Range up to 90 miles (can be optionally upgraded to 110 miles)
•	Now available with the option of Pinion gearbox and Gates carbon belt drive
(incl. ABS) » see p. 22
•	Customizable, comfortable riding position
•	Large-volume 27.5” tires, perfectly adapted to commuting on the road
(option: additional suspension)
• F ull connectivity with over-the-air updates, free app, GPS localization,
Smartlock, individual motor settings, statistics and more
•	Award winning, integrated design
• Available in the colors: Deep Black, Cool White
•	Also available in a limited special edition with special finish, greater range
and Stromer Antwerp Double Bag » see p. 32
•	Frame: Sports frame in M < 178 cm | L 175 – 188 cm | XL > 185 cm;
comfort frame in M < 178 cm in Cool White

» Connectivity p. 36 – 37
» Prices/technical data p. 42 – 44
Scan for all
options and
images.

» Accessories & options p. 46 – 48
» Frame geometries p. 50

Deep Black, sports frame
with all options

Cool White, comfort frame
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Optional – ST3 with
Pinion gearbox and ABS.
From May 2022, the Stromer ST3 will be available with an optional P
 inion gearbox,
belt drive and fully integrated anti-lock braking system (ABS). Pinion gearboxes use
technology from the automotive sector and, as a closed system, are particularly robust and virtually maintenance-free.

ST3 – Launch Edition:
• Most powerful battery with range of up to 110 miles
•	For more safety, also optionally available with ABS (front) » see p. 10
• Imperial Red finish
•	Available from May 2022 with sports frame in M < 178 cm |
L 175 – 188 cm | XL > 185 cm
• Other add-ons and options like the standard model

• The ST3 option with 9-speed shifting system C1.9 XR from Pinion
(range: 568 %) and with carbon belt drive from Gates – making it quiet, virtually
maintenance-free and durable
• A
 dditionally available with fully integrated anti-lock braking system (ABS),
resulting in increased safety during difficult braking maneuvers » see p. 10
• Customizable, comfortable riding position
• Frame geometry and basic equipment like with the standard model
• Colors: Deep Black and Cool White – available from July 2022
• F rame: Sports frame in M < 178 cm | L 175 – 188 cm | XL > 185 cm;
comfort frame in M < 178 cm only in Cool White

» Connectivity p. 36 – 37
Imperial Red Launch
Edition (BQ983), sports
frame
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» Prices/technical data p. 42 – 44
Deep Black, sports frame
with all options

Cool White, comfort
frame

» Accessories & options p. 46 – 48
» Frame geometries p. 50

Request ST3
with Pinion
option now.

Built to move forward.
The efficient all-rounder among the fully connected S-Pedelecs. Built to
move forward. Powerful, customizable, with a new belt drive – making it
especially low-maintenance and durable for more pleasure in commuting.

«A true car replacement that beats a Tesla Model 3.»
24

The Verge
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The highlights of the ST2.
•	Incomparable Stromer riding fun: powerful, dynamic and silent
•	Powerful rear-wheel motor with assistance up to 28 mph (570 W | 40 Nm)
•	Range up to 75 miles (can be optionally upgraded to 110 miles)
•	With Gates carbon belt drive and 5-speed hub gear from Sturmey Archer –
particularly low maintenance
•	Customizable, comfortable riding position
•	Large-volume 27.5” tires, perfectly adapted to commuting on the road
(option: additional suspension)
• F ull connectivity with over-the-air updates, free app, GPS localization,
Smartlock, individual motor settings, statistics and more
•	Semi-integrated design (battery in downtube, display in top tube, etc.)
•	Available in the colors: Royal Blue, Dark Gray
•	Also available in a limited special edition with special finish, suspension seatpost,
greater range and Stromer Copenhagen Basket » see p. 33
•	Frame: Sports frame in M < 178 cm | L 175 – 188 cm; comfort frame in M < 178 cm

» Connectivity p. 36 – 37
» Prices/technical data p. 42 – 44
Royal Blue, comfort frame
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Dark Gray, sports frame
with all options

» Accessories & options p. 46 – 48
» Frame geometries p. 50

Scan for all
options and
images.
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The all-rounder for everyday use.
The top-class beginner S-Pedelec with elegant design and the reliable,
powerful drive for modern mobility and maximum performance. Now with
Daylight.

«Pedal Porsche for commuters – Stromer ST1 takes
cycling into another dimension.»
28

Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung
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The highlights of the ST1.
•	Incomparable Stromer riding fun: powerful, dynamic and silent
•	Powerful rear-wheel motor with assistance up to 28 mph (550 W | 35 Nm)
•	Range up to 55 miles (can be optionally upgraded to 110 miles)
•	Customizable, comfortable riding position
•	Large-volume 27.5” tires, perfectly adapted to commuting on the road
(option: additional suspension)
•	Connectivity via Bluetooth for Smartlock, individual motor settings, statistics and
much more (optional: OMNI upgrade for full connectivity and GPS localization)
•	Semi-integrated design (battery in downtube, display in top tube, etc.)
•	Now with Daylight (LED in head tube)
•	Colors: Deep Petrol, Dark Gray and Light Gray
•	Also available as a limited special edition with maximum range and Stromer Antwerp
Single Bag » see p. 33
•	Frame: Sports frame in M < 178 cm | L 175 – 188 cm; comfort frame in M < 178 cm
• ST1 with Daylight available from April 2022

» Connectivity p. 36 – 37
» Prices/technical data p. 42 – 44
Scan for all
options and
images.

» Accessories & options p. 46 – 48
» Frame geometries p. 50

Deep Petrol, sports frame
Dark Gray, comfort frame
with all options

Light Gray, sports frame
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ST2 – Special Edition:
•	Powerful battery with range of up to 75 miles
•	With suspension seatpost, optionally also
available with suspension fork
• Practical Stromer Copenhagen Basket 24 l
•	Ivory Cream finish
•	Available from December 2021 with comfort
frame in M < 178 cm
•	Otherwise equipped like the standard model

Limited and wildly popular –
the Stromer special editions.
Stromer regularly releases exclusive special editions that are a limited series and are
equipped with coveted extras. The following special models are currently available –
only as long as stocks last.

» See p. 26

Request ST2
Special Edition
now.

ST1 – Special Edition:
•	Most powerful battery with range of up to 110 miles
•	Practical carrier bag, Stromer Antwerp
Single Bag 20 l
•	Deep Petrol finish
•	Available from December 2021 with sports frame in
M < 178 cm | L 175 – 188 cm
•	Otherwise equipped like the standard model
» See p. 31

ST3 – Limited Edition:
•	Most powerful battery with range of up to 110 miles
•	With suspension seatpost
•	Practical carrier bag, Stromer Antwerp Double Bag 2 x 20 l
•	San Marino Blue finish
•	Available from November 2021 with sports frame in M < 178 cm |
L 175 – 188 cm | XL > 185 cm
• Otherwise equipped like the standard model » see p. 21
32

Request ST3
Limited Edition
now.

Request ST1
Special Edition
now.
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Smart connectivity –
Stromer OMNI connect.

App

OMNI C *

OMNI C

Connectivity

Bluetooth

Mobile phone network | Bluetooth

Smartlock

The following functions of the cloud-based platform Stromer OMNI connect are available to you via the Stromer OMNI app:

Motor settings

–

Keyless
Triple anti-theft protection

–

Remote services | updates
Statistics

–

Range display
Limited availability

1. E
 lectronic motor locking: Your Stromer cannot be ridden without unlocking it via the
app or entering the PIN on the display.
2. W
 arning message thanks to mobile communications technology: As soon as your
Stromer is moved while in locked mode, you receive a text message or an email. The
bike’s flashers and horn are activated.

OMNI

Display | interface

Our current Stromer models are fitted with sophisticated digital technologies. These
give you seamless connectivity with your Stromer (see summary on right).

Triple anti-theft protection – your Stromer has triple protection in locked mode:

OMNI BT

* New: Owners of an ST1 (with Daylight – from October 2021) can enable the connectivity
themselves in the OMNI BT app for an additional charge.
» Upgrade options p. 46

3. GPS localization: You can locate your Stromer at any time via GPS.
Smartlock – automatic locking and unlocking of the bike via Bluetooth.

Keyless – battery ejection at the push of a button.

Individual motor settings – you can use OMNI to adjust the behavior of your motor, for
example to select an assistance mode or regulate the pedal and brake sensors.
Remote services and updates – information about your Stromer’s current status, such as
battery charge level, battery temperature and motor temperature, is available whenever
you want it – including for your specialist dealer, to allow remote maintenance. Software
updates are performed conveniently over the air.
Statistics – OMNI presents you with all the performance data, such as the mileage (total,
current trip, current month, past year, etc.), the performance history (over the week, month,
year) or the number of days ridden.
36

The Stromer OMNI app – the specially developed app can also
function as your digital vehicle key. As you approach your Stromer,
it is unlocked automatically. As you move away from it again, the
clever, integrated anti-theft protection is activated immediately.
The result is carefree mobility all the time, as you always know
your Stromer’s location and status.
And all data for your Stromer is permanently ready to hand. Take
a look at your vehicle statistics, configure your Stromer’s handling
characteristics, tune your vehicle to your personal preferences or
check up on the service entries made by your specialist dealers.
The myStromer app is available for iOS (version 7.0 or higher) and
Android (version 4.1 or higher) smartphones.
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Technical data.
New
Motor
Output in watts
Torque in Nm
Category
Battery | max. range
Charger
Max. charging time
Display | interface
Connectivity
App
GPS localization
Keyless
Smartlock
Motor settings
Display of range
Over-the-air updates
Statistics
Frame color
Frame | fork
Frame size Sport
Frame size Comfort
Stem
Stem cell phone bracket
Handlebar
Grips
Rim
Tires | dimension
Brakes
ABS at front
Number of pistons at front | rear
Brake disk at front | rear
Shifting system
Crankset
Saddle
Fender
Carrier | max. 22.5 kg
Horn
Stromer Daylight
Headlights
Lumen low-beam | high-beam
Rear light with brake light
Scope of delivery

Availability
Price in USD
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New

Stromer CYRO Drive II
550 W
35 Nm
Class 3, up to 28 mph
BQ500 | 48 V | 500 Wh | up to 55 miles
Stromer CR190 | 190 W
3 h 40 min
OMNI C
Bluetooth
OMNI BT
–

Stromer CYRO Drive II
550 W
35 Nm
Class 3, up to 28 mph
BQ983 | 48 V | 983 Wh | up to 110 miles
Stromer CR190 | 190 W
5 h 30 min
OMNI C
Bluetooth
OMNI BT
–

–

–

Option
Pinion

New

New

New

Stromer CYRO Drive IG
570 W
40 Nm
Class 3, up to 28 mph
BQ618 | 48 V | 618 Wh | up to 75 miles
Stromer CR190 | 190 W
4h
OMNI C
Mobile phone network | Bluetooth
OMNI

Stromer CYRO Drive IG
570 W
40 Nm
Class 3, up to 28 mph
BQ618 | 48 V | 618 Wh | up to 75 miles
Stromer CR190 | 190 W
4h
OMNI C
Mobile phone network | Bluetooth
OMNI

SYNO Drive II
600 W
44 Nm
Class 3, up to 28 mph
BQ814 | 48 V | 814 Wh | up to 90 miles
Stromer CR245 | 245 W
4 h 45 min
OMNI C
Mobile phone network | Bluetooth
OMNI

SYNO Drive II
600 W
44 Nm
Class 3, up to 28 mph
BQ983 | 48 V | 983 Wh | up to 110 miles
Stromer CR245 | 245 W
5 h 30 min
OMNI C
Mobile phone network | Bluetooth
OMNI

SYNO Drive II
600 W
44 Nm
Class 3, up to 28 mph
BQ814 | 48 V | 814 Wh | up to 90 miles
Stromer CR245 | 245 W
4 h 45 min
OMNI C
Mobile phone network | Bluetooth
OMNI

SYNO Sport
650 W
48 Nm
L1e-B | up to 28 mph
BQ983 | 48 V | 983 Wh | up to 110 miles
Stromer CR245 | 245 W
5 h 30 min
OMNI C
Mobile phone network | Bluetooth
OMNI

Deep Petrol
Aluminum
M < 178 cm | L > 175 cm
–
M 90 mm +17° | L 110 mm +17°
–

Royal Blue
Dark Gray
Aluminum
M < 178 cm | L > 175 cm
M < 178 cm
M 90 mm +17° | L 110 mm +17°
–

Deep Black
Cool White
Aluminum
M < 178 cm | L 175 – 188 cm | XL > 185 cm
M < 178 cm (only Cool White)
ST Urban +5° | 105 mm (ST Comfort +20° | 110 mm)

San Marino Blue
Aluminum
M < 178 cm | L 175 – 188 cm | XL > 185 cm
–
ST Urban +5° | 105 mm
–

Imperial Red LE
Deep Black Cool White
Aluminum
M < 178 cm | L 175 – 188 cm | XL > 185 cm
M < 178 cm (only Cool White)
ST Urban +5° | 105 mm (ST Comfort +20° | 110 mm)

Granite Gray
Aluminum
M < 178 cm | L 175 – 188 cm | XL > 185 cm
–

Rise Handlebar (rise 20 mm | Back Sweep 20°)
Ergon GP10
Stromer 27.5 x 30 by Alexrims
Stromer Custom TA754 by Vee Tire | 54 x 584
Stromer HD922 by Tektro
–
2|2
203 mm | 203 mm
Stromer 9-Speed 11-42 by Microshift
FSA Gossamer, 52T
Ergon ST10

Rise Handlebar (rise 20 mm | Back Sweep 20°)
Ergon GP10
Stromer 27.5 x 30 by Alexrims
Stromer Custom TA754 by Vee Tire | 54 x 584
Stromer HD922 by Tektro
–
2|2
203 mm | 203 mm
Stromer 9-Speed 11-42 by Microshift
FSA Gossamer, 52T
Ergon ST10

Sweep Handlebar (rise 0 mm | Back Sweep 15°)
Ergon GA30 Single Twist Shift black
Stromer 27.5 x 30 by Alexrims
Stromer E-Gridlock by Vee Tire | 57-584
Stromer HD922 by Tektro
–
2|2
203 mm | 203 mm
5-Speed by Sturmey Archer (243%)
FSA Gossamer, Gates Sprocket 60T
Ergon ST10

Ivory Cream
Aluminum
–
M < 178 cm
90 mm +17°
–
Sweep Handlebar (rise 0 mm | Back Sweep 15°)
ABI Ergonomic Single Twist Shift brown/black
Stromer 27.5 x 30 by Alexrims
Stromer E-Gridlock by Vee Tire | 57-584
Stromer HD922 by Tektro
–
2|2
203 mm | 203 mm
5-Speed by Sturmey Archer (243%)
FSA Gossamer, Gates Sprocket 60T
ABI Comfort brown

Sweep Handlebar (rise 0 mm | Back Sweep 15°)
Stromer by Ergon custom GS1 all black
Stromer 27.5 x 35 by Alexrims
Pirelli Cycl-e ST for Stromer | 57-584
Stromer HD942 by TRP
–
4|2
203 mm | 203 mm
Shimano XT/SLX Microshift 11 Speed 11-42
FSA Gossamer, 52T
Ergon SFC 30 Gel (Comfort: L)

Sweep Handlebar (rise 0 mm | Back Sweep 15°)
Stromer by Ergon custom GS1 all black
Stromer 27.5 x 35 by Alexrims
Pirelli Cycl-e ST for Stromer | 57-584
Stromer HD942 by TRP
–
4|2
203 mm | 203 mm
Shimano XT/SLX Microshift 11 Speed 11-42
FSA Gossamer, 52T
Ergon SFC 30 Gel (Comfort: L)

Sweep Handlebar (rise 0 mm | Back Sweep 15°)
Stromer by Ergon custom GS1 all black
Stromer 27.5 x 35 by Alexrims
Pirelli Angel ST Urban for Stromer | 57-584
Stromer HD942 by TRP
Factory option (Pinion)
4|2
203 mm | 203 mm
Pinion C1.9 XR 9-Speed (568%)
Pinion Forged-175
Ergon SFC 30 Gel (Comfort: L)

Stromer Integrated Handlebar
Stromer by Ergon custom GS1 all black
Stromer 27.5 x 35 by DT Swiss
Pirelli Cycl-e for Stromer | 57-584
Stromer HD944 by TRP

Roxim Z4 Elite
600
Roxim R3E
Battery, charger, pedals, side mirrors, manual

Roxim Z4 Elite
600
Roxim R3E
Battery, charger, pedals, side mirrors, manual,
Stromer Antwerp Single Bag 20 l

Roxim Z4E Pro
600 | 900
Roxim R3E
Battery, charger, pedals, side mirrors, manual

Roxim Z4E Pro
600 | 900
Roxim R3E
Battery, charger, pedals, side mirrors, manual,
Kinekt suspension seatpost, Stromer Copenhagen
Basket 24 l

Roxim Z4E Pro
600 | 900
Roxim R3E
Battery, charger, pedals, side mirrors, manual, cell
phone bracket from SP Connect

Roxim Z4E Pro
600 | 900
Roxim R3E
Kinekt suspension seatpost, battery, charger, pedals, side mirrors, manual, cell phone bracket from
SP Connect, Stromer Antwerp Double-Bag 2 x 20 l

Roxim Z4E Pro
600 | 900
Roxim R3E
Battery, charger, pedals, side mirrors, manual,
cell phone bracket from SP Connect

Supernova M99 Pro
1100 | 1600
Supernova M99 Taillight
Battery, charger, pedals, side mirrors, manual,
cell phone bracket from SP Connect

5,999

7,700

8,490

from May 2022
9,200

11,100

–

–

Deep Petrol
Light Gray
Aluminum
M < 178 cm | L > 175 cm
M < 178 cm
M 90 mm +17° | L 110 mm +17°
–

4,760

4,700

Dark Gray

4,700

5,900

Price incl. VAT, recommended retail price. Country-specific deviations are possible. myStromer AG reserves
the right to change technical data and prices.

6,200

6,140
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from July 2022 from July 2022
8,600
8,600

Stromer Integrated Handlebar

4|4
203 mm | 203 mm
Shimano XT Di2 11 Speed 11-42
FSA Gossamer, 52T
Stromer by Ergon custom SMC40 Sport Gel
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Add-ons and parts.

Stromer Antwerp
Single Bag 20 l

» P. 14

Stromer Antwerp
Double Bag 2 x 20 l

Stromer Berlin
Trunkbag 16 l

CR245

221342

299

Battery

BQ983

400209

1,999

BQ814

219554

1,499

BQ618

400433

1,199

BQ500

401979

899

Battery-Bag

400640

199

Stromer Antwerp Single-Bag 20 l

403025

129

Stromer Antwerp Double-Bag 2 x 20 l

403312

169

Stromer Berlin Trunkbag 16 l

403313

119

Stromer Copenhagen Basket 24 l

403404

109

Stromer Bern Leather-Bag 13 l

403001

269

Pirelli Angel ST Sport | 57-584

401416

99

Pirelli Angel ST Urban | 57-584

401789

70

Stromer E-Gridlock by Vee Tire | 57-584

402932

49

Stromer Custom TA754 by Vee Tire | 54-584

402078

33

Pirelli Angel WT Urban | 57-584

403442

99

Winter tires TW757 | 57-584

402077

69

Suspension Fork 27.5" Deep Black

401963

1,199

Suspension Fork 27.5" Deep Black (round)

402406

1,199

Suspension Fork 27.5'' Deep Black for ST5 (ABS) | ST3 (ABS)

402447

1,199

Tires

Battery bag

245 W
Suspension fork

Suspension Fork 27.5" Raidon Black

402623

599

Seatpost

Seat Post Dropper, JD YS-P01 400mm

222233

169

Carrier

Carrier Upgrade Kit 27.5"

401295

80

*

» P. 24

BQ500

BQ618

BQ814

BQ983

Up to 55 miles | 504 Wh

Up to 75 miles | 618 Wh

Up to 90 miles | 814 Wh

Up to 110 miles | 983 Wh

ST5 from model year May 2019 and ST3 with comfort stem from August 2020

Comment

Compatibility

ST1

Retail price

Charger

Stromer Bern
Leather Bag 13 l

» P. 18

Charger CR245

Article number

USD

Bag

Stromer Copenhagen
Basket 24 l

Article

ST2

Category

ST3

Every Stromer is delivered with the selected battery, pedals, side mirrors and charger.
Supplement your equipment here – for example with a replacement battery or a
second charger for your work. All bags and the basket can be quickly and easily
attached to the Racktime carrier on all Stromer models.

ST5

Practical add-ons for everyday use.

Overview – comparison of Stromer models.

*

Standard

Add-on/option

All prices incl. VAT, recommended retail price. Country-specific deviations are possible. myStromer AG reserves the right to change technical data and prices. All
prices not including dealer labor.

» P. 28
Which Stromer is the right fit for
you? Find out here.

41

42

43

Perfect for you – the Stromer
online configurator.

Upgrades.
Comment

USD

Compatibility

ST1

Retail price

ST2

Article number

ST3

Article

ST5

Category

The following options are available from the factory
Battery
Upgrade

Suspension

Battery Upgrade BQ814 › BQ983

500

Battery Upgrade BQ618 › BQ814

300

Battery Upgrade BQ500 › BQ618

300

Upgrade Suspension Fork 27.5" for ST3 | ST5

ST3 Upgrade

If you aren’t yet sure which model is right for you, the
Stromer BikeFinder will also help you decide. Simply
answer a few questions about your mobility requirements to find your perfect Stromer in three easy steps.

1,100
500

Upgrade Suspension Fork for ST1 | ST2
Suspension Seatpost Kinekt

249

Pinion C1.9 XR 9-Speed (568%)

850

ABS (front) for ST3 Pinion

895

Integrated Stem Kit +20° | 110 mm Comfort

Why not configure your ideal model yourself? The
Stromer online configurator neatly displays options
available as a factory option or for retrofitting, such as
paint finish, frame or equipment version.

You already know what you want? Then simply configure your dream model at your nearest Stromer dealer
and have it conveniently delivered to your home.

0

Options for retrofitting

Scan and
configure.

The components for retrofitting are delivered separately to your dealer, who then assembles them. This results in assembly costs that are not
included in the price.
Handlebar

Stem

Trailer

Flat Handlebar (rise 8 mm | Back Sweep 6°)

400334

26

*

Sweep Handlebar (rise 0 mm | Back Sweep 15°)

401900

38

*

Rise Handlebar (rise 20 mm | Back Sweep 20°)

400259

36

*

Integrated Stem, +20°, 110 mm, Comfort

402690

259

*

Integrated Stem, +5°, 105 mm, Urban

401960

259

*

Stem +/-17° 90 mm

402380

28

*

Stem +/-17° 110 mm

402381

28

*

Stem +/-07° 100 mm

402855

28

*

Stem +/-07° 120 mm

402856

28

*

Trailer Plate Kit 27.5"

401959

113

**

Trailer Plate Kit ST2 Beltdrive

403290

132

**

Option to enable
Connectivity

OMNI-Upgrade for ST1

*	Combinations of handlebar, stem and fork may lead to non-compliance with the maximum vehicle height.
Adaptation of the cable lengths (shifters/brakes) may be necessary.
** Note country-specific regulations.

390
Standard

Add-on/option

All prices incl. VAT, recommended retail price. Country-specific deviations are possible. myStromer AG reserves the right to change technical data and prices.

44

45

Overview of frame geometries.
Sport ST5 | ST3
A
B
C
D
E
F

Sport ST1 | ST2
A
B
C
D
E
F

Comfort ST3
A
B
C
D
E
F

Sport

Contact.
175 – 188 cm

< 178 cm
432 mm
548 mm
69.4°
63 mm
74.6°
473.7 mm

507 mm
586 mm
69.4°
63 mm
73.5°
450 mm

457 mm
581 mm
71°
63 mm
73°
450 mm

< 178 cm

Comfort ST1 | ST2

Headquarters | Campus
myStromer AG
Freiburgstrasse 798
CH-3173 Oberwangen
info@stromerbike.com
stromerbike.com
< 178 cm
457 mm
581 mm
71°
63 mm
73°
450 mm

A
B
C
D
E
F

Any further questions?
Contact us for sales and
top advice.
Headquarters | Subsidiary

507 mm
581 mm
71°
63 mm
73°
450 mm

Comfort

Quality pledge – Stromer is synonymous with supreme quality, durability and functionality. We provide a two-year warranty on all models. On frames: 10 years. On
batteries: 75 % of capacity within 2 years. For all bikes (from 2018 model year) we
offer an extended warranty that can be extended by a further year on a rolling basis.
46

559 mm
611 mm
69.4°
63 mm
71.5°
450 mm

175 – 188 cm

< 178 cm

432 mm
548 mm
69.4°
63 mm
74.6°
473.7 mm

> 185 cm

Warranty provisions:

Subsidiary | Europe:
myStromer Europe B.V.
Titaniumlaan 66
NL-5221 CK's-Hertogenbosch
info@stromerbike.com
stromerbike.com
Subsidiary | USA:
myStromer USA Corp.
990 Park Center Drive, Suite F
Vista, CA. 92081
infousa@stromerbike.com
stromerbike.com
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Follow us at:
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stromerbike.com
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